
Magnetic Messaging: Review Reveals Bobby Rio's Controversial Texting Guide For Guys

Summary: PUABooks.net releases a review of Magnetic Messaging a guide to texting women from 
renowned dating coaches Bobby Rio and Rob Judge. The book, which intends to give single men an  
upper hand on the dating scene has quickly become the Internet's top texting program. 

"Magnetic Messaging addresses one of the biggest dilemmas facing single men in the twenty first 
century," reports PUABook.net's Clint Johnson. "The dilemma is knowing how to text a girl to get her 
out on a date with you once you've gotten her phone number, and this is something that has a lot of men 
out there baffled, and looking for answers."  

Magnetic Messaging was co-created by Bobby Rio a well known dating expert specializing in 
conversational skills, and Rob Judge a dating coach known for helping guys to "date hotter girls". 
According to Rio, it was Judge who developed Magnetic Messaging's patented "Key Lock Sequence" 
and used it in extensively in his own personal life before introducing it to Rio.  

"Rob’s tiny apartment has been a revolving door of New York City’s hottest women..." says Rio. "He is 
able to consistently turn phone numbers into dates from women who have hundreds of other guys 
breathing down their necks..." (To hear the full story on the development of the Magnetic Messaging 
program, and to learn the Key Lock Sequence, click here for an informative video presentation.)

Johnson offers this explanation for the explosive popularity of Rio and Judge's texting course:

"Anyone active on the singles scene today knows that texting is critical," says Johnson. "Although 
there have been a few other texting guides released in the past few years, these have in my opinion 
been of very poor quality, in fact I doubt that they were ever texted at all. Magnetic Messaging on the 
other hand is a proven system from two of NYC's top dating coaches. The course includes breakdowns 
of real text exchanges and explanations of why specific texts succeed where others fail. you could 
almost call it a scientific approach to successful texting."

The Magnetic Messaging system is available digitally online allowing users instant access to training 
materials. In addition the main Magnetic Messaging manual customers also receive an addition training 
program called "The Infatuation Formula", access to "The Magnetic Mastermind Kit" which teaches 
advanced strategies and techniques, and "The 99 Best Texts of All Time" a bonus offering 99 proven 
cut and paste text messages for every situation imaginable.   

"These days, a guy without texting skills is at a marked disadvantage," says Johnson. "As Rio points 
out, just because a girl gave you her number, it doesn't mean that she has signed some sort of social 
contract to see you again. Guys need texting skills to turn numbers into dates, and the Magnetic 
Messaging program is our pick as the best resource for developing those skills."

Those wishing to purchase Magnetic Messaging, or seeking more information, click here

Clint Johnson reviews popular dating guides and self-help programs for men on his website 
PUABooks.net. Johnson's Magnetic Messaging review is available at the following web address: 
http://puabooks.net/bobby-rio-and-rob-judges-magnetic-messaging-thats-whats-up/
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